Investigation into the biphasic properties of a hydrogel for use in a cushion form replacement joint.
A hydrogel with potential applications in the role of a cushion form replacement joint bearing surface material has been investigated. The material properties are required for further development and design studies and have not previously been quantified. Creep indentation experiments were therefore performed on samples of the hydrogel. The biphasic model developed by Mow and co-workers (Mak et al., 1987; Mow et al., 1989a) was used to curve-fit the experimental data to theoretical solutions in order to extract the three intrinsic biphasic material properties of the hydrogel (aggregate modulus, HA, Poisson's ratio, Vs, and permeability, k). Ranges of material properties were determined: aggregate modulus was calculated to be between 18.4 and 27.5 MPa, Poisson's ratio 0.0-0.307, and permeability 0.012-7.27 x 10(-17) m4/Ns. The hydrogel thus had a higher aggregate modulus than values published for natural normal articular cartilage, the Poisson's ratios were similar to articular cartilage, and finally the hydrogel was found to be less permeable than articular cartilage. The determination of these values will facilitate further numerical analysis of the stress distribution in a cushion form replacement joint.